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ABSTRACT

This thesis consists of two components, a creative and a critical. The major, creative component, *Soulräume*, is a novel that explores the psychological journeys of Zara, a Swiss migrant, and her Australian-born Lebanese partner, Doug. Travelling to Alice Springs to visit a friend, they are forced to question their identity and sense of belonging after an incident on the road. The novel incorporates ten bilingual passages that mix and switch between English and German. Juxtaposed with photos of Australian landscapes, they represent the linguistic conflicts and sense of displacement experienced by Zara.

*Der Traum vom Moulin Rouge*, the shorter, critical component, is an essay that discusses *Soulräume* within the field of transnational and interlingual literature, looking at the use of literary code switching and code mixing as a narrative device in the Australian novel. German passages are interspersed with the English text to support the interlingual and cross-cultural theme of the essay.